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Abstract
Non-expert users are often forced to make decisions about
security and privacy in their daily lives. Prior research has
shown that non-expert users ask strangers for advice about
digital media use online. In this study, to clarify the security
and privacy concerns of non-expert users in their daily lives,
we investigated security- and privacy-related question posts
on a Question-and-Answer (Q&A) site for non-expert users.
We conducted a thematic analysis of 445 question posts. We
identified seven themes among the questions and found that
users asked about cyberattacks the most, followed by authen-
tication and security software. We also found that there was
a strong demand for answers, especially for questions related
to privacy abuse and account/device management. Our find-
ings provide key insights into what non-experts are strug-
gling with when it comes to privacy and security and will
help service providers and researchers make improvements
to address these concerns.

1 Introduction

Security and privacy technologies are generally difficult for
non-experts to understand and use because of the com-
plexity of these concepts [78]. Indeed, researchers have
demonstrated that misconceptions regarding security and
privacy technologies are ingrained and pervasive in non-
expert users [86, 89]. Today, security and privacy technolo-
gies are incorporated into every device and service. Non-
expert users are often forced to make decisions about secu-
rity and privacy in their daily lives [20, 65], such as whether
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to permit apps to access their personal data [7] or whether to
proceed against browser warnings [72]. They are therefore
likely to have a variety of security and privacy concerns.

According to a study that investigated the advice sources
of non-expert users pertaining to digital media use, 43%
of young adults ask strangers online as well as family and
friends for advice [54]. Hence, we can expect that Question-
and-Answer (Q&A) sites for non-expert users contain many
security- and privacy-related questions that non-expert users
have in their daily lives. In the security and privacy re-
search community, researchers have successfully identi-
fied the security and privacy concerns of developers during
their development work by analyzing questions posted on
Stack Overflow, a Q&A site for developers and program-
mers [47,63,88,97]. However, little is known about security-
and privacy-related questions posted on Q&A sites for non-
expert users. By analyzing such questions, we can identify
the issues these users face in their daily lives and provide
insights to help stakeholders (e.g., service providers and se-
curity researchers) address these problems.

In this study, to clarify the security and privacy concerns
of non-expert users in their daily lives, we investigated ques-
tions posted on Yahoo! Chiebukuro (Yahoo! 知恵袋) [36],
the largest Q&A site for non-experts in Japan. We chose a
Japanese Q&A site because a previous survey revealed that
among Arabic, French, Japanese, Chinese, Korean, and Rus-
sian participants, the Japanese non-expert users had the low-
est security behavior scores [80]. A lower score indicates
less secure behavior; hence, we speculate that Japanese non-
expert users are likely to have a greater variety of security-
and privacy-related concerns in their daily lives. To support
such users effectively, it is essential to identify frequent, seri-
ous, and sensitive question topics. Given these observations,
we address the following research questions in this work.

RQ1 What types of security and privacy topics do non-expert
users post questions about on the Q&A site?

RQ2 Among these topics, which do they perceive as more
serious or sensitive?

We analyzed 445 questions that were posted in security
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categories or that contained security- and privacy-related
words in the question texts. For RQ1, we qualitatively coded
topics for each question post and identified seven themes.
We found that many non-expert users posted questions to
determine whether they had been victimized/abused, to learn
about response strategies for errors/damages, and to under-
stand the necessity of security and privacy technologies. We
also found that some users faced privacy abuse. For RQ2, for
evaluating question seriousness, we measured the averages
of coder-rated seriousness and the percentage of questions
with rewards. We also measured the percentage of anony-
mous posts for evaluating question sensitivity. We found
that the average of the coder-rated seriousness of questions
in “privacy abuse” and “account/device management” was
significantly higher than that of other themes. We also found
that those who seek answers are likely to use a strategy of
either appealing linguistically or offering rewards. On the
other hand, we found no statistically significant difference in
question sensitivity among the question themes.

This study makes the following contributions.

• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first qualita-
tive security and privacy study of a Q&A site for non-
expert users to demonstrate that a Q&A-site analysis can
provide insights into what non-expert users are strug-
gling with when it comes to security and privacy in
their daily lives. We identified frequently asked question
themes (“cyberattack,” “authentication,” and “security
software”) and question themes that askers perceived
as more serious (“privacy abuse” and “account/device
management”). We also demonstrated that some of the
concerns of non-expert users have not been sufficiently
investigated in previous studies.

• We assessed the effectiveness of potential indicators of
question seriousness and sensitivity to help researchers
better understand and prioritize the concerns of non-
expert users. The results suggest that researchers should
complementarily incorporate multiple indicators.

• We provide design implications for Q&A sites to help
non-expert users judge what and how much information
they should reveal in their questions.

2 Related Work

In this section, we present a review of the literature closely
related to this study. We first discuss studies that investigated
non-expert users’ advice sources for security and privacy is-
sues, and the contents and quality of the advice. Next, we
go over previous studies on HCI and security/privacy that
explored the posts and users (i.e., askers and responders) of
Q&A sites. Finally, we identify the gaps in the previous stud-
ies and clarify how our study addresses these gaps.

2.1 Security and Privacy Advice

Many researchers have assessed the contents and quality of
security and privacy advice given by experts to non-expert
users or advice available on the web [10, 35, 58, 60, 71, 73].
Redmiles et al. showed that the majority of advice on the
web was at least somewhat actionable and somewhat com-
prehensible [71]. Mossano et al. identified various issues
such as contradictory or abstract advice [58]. Redmiles et al.
also investigated non-expert users’ reactions to security ad-
vice and found that they determined whether to accept digi-
tal security advice based on the trustworthiness of the advice
source [70]. Fagan et al. surveyed users who followed secu-
rity advice and found that they rated the benefits of follow-
ing, the risks of not following, and the costs of not following
higher that those who did not follow the advice [16].

Other researchers have focused on advice sources [54,65–
70] and found that these include both informal (e.g., family
and friends) and formal (e.g., technical support) sources, as
well as both offline and online sources. Micheli et al. [54]
investigated the advice sources of young adults for digital
media use in 2016 and found that 43% of participants asked
questions to strangers online. They also reported that males
with higher Internet skills were significantly more likely to
ask questions to strangers online.

2.2 Asking Questions on Q&A Sites

Q&A sites such as Yahoo! Answers offer people the oppor-
tunity to obtain desired information rapidly and efficiently
online. Thus, Q&A sites have become an interesting and
promising subject of research in computer science [6, 85].

User motivations. Askers post questions for various rea-
sons, such as to obtain specific information, to obtain non-
popular information, to gather diverse opinions and experi-
ences, and to satisfy curiosity [39, 40]. Previous studies ex-
amining the motivation of responders commonly concluded
that the primary motivation was altruism (e.g., to feel like
they were helping someone) [59, 81].

Question topics and types. Researchers have examined
Q&A sites to clarify people’s concerns (i.e., question top-
ics) about specific issues, such as eating disorders [8] or can-
cer [62]. Other researchers have classified the types of ques-
tions posted on Q&A sites [2, 13, 27, 29, 32, 81]. For exam-
ple, Choi et al. categorized question types as information-
, advice-, opinion-, and non-information-seeking questions
and found that advice- and opinion-seeking questions were
the most popular on Yahoo! Answers [13,81]. A key finding
of these studies is that the frequency of question types differs
among categories and Q&A sites.

Anonymity and sensitivity of posts. One of the most
unique features of Q&A sites is anonymous posts. When
users create accounts, some sites (e.g., Yahoo! Answers) al-
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low pseudonyms, whereas with others (e.g., Quora1 [33]),
real names are mandatory. When users post questions, both
types of sites typically offer anonymity. Researchers con-
sider anonymity to be related to the sensitivity of a post [23,
64]. Naturally, the questions that are rated highly sensitive
by coders are more likely to be asked anonymously [23].
Peddinti et al. [64] identified some of the question categories
for which users are more likely to answer anonymously as
religion, drugs, and sexual orientation.

Askers’ strategies and question answerability. Although
posting questions on Q&A sites has many benefits, these
sites do not always work as expected because not all ques-
tions receive answers, and the quality of received answers
is not always high. Therefore, askers utilize strategies such
as specifying, clarifying, and signaling to ensure a higher
chance of a response [39, 40]. Many studies have examined
the answerability of questions on Q&A sites [6, 14, 23, 28,
46,82,99]. For example, Harper et al. [28] explored the vari-
ables that affect answer outcomes (such as number, length,
effort, and quality of answers) and found that question top-
ics, question types, levels of reward, and the site itself sig-
nificantly affected one or more of these outcomes. Another
study showed that the topics, uniqueness, and urgency of
questions significantly affected the possibility of receiving
answers [46]. As for allowing anonymity, it had no signifi-
cant effect on the answer quality [23].

2.3 Security and Privacy Posts by Developers

Stack Overflow [34] is unique in that its target users are
developers and programmers, and it has become the most
popular information source for developers [1]. Many re-
searchers have studied question topics on Stack Overflow to
clarify developers’ concerns and challenges related to secu-
rity and privacy [47, 63, 88, 97]. For example, Tahaei et al.
performed qualitative analysis to determine what develop-
ers ask about privacy-related issues on Stack Overflow and
found that they often asked questions about privacy policies,
privacy concerns, access control, and version changes [88].
Patnaik et al. identified the usability issues of cryptography
libraries by qualitatively reviewing the questions on Stack
Overflow [63]. Yang et al. conducted a large-scale study
of questions with tags related to security on Stack Overflow
and found that they covered a wide range of topics mainly
belonging to five categories: web security, mobile security,
cryptography, software security, and system security [97].
They also revealed that questions about passwords and sig-
natures were posted frequently, but were less likely to be an-
swered.

1Quora initially required users to register their real names, but it has
allowed users to use pseudonyms since 2021.

2.4 Research Gaps in Previous Studies

As mentioned in Section 2.1, nearly half of young adult users
ask questions regarding digital media use to strangers on-
line. Hence, in this study, we analyzed security- and privacy-
related questions posted on a Q&A site. Although many
researchers in the security and privacy community have in-
vestigated questions posted on Q&A sites for developers (as
mentioned in Section 2.3), little is known about the ques-
tions posted by non-expert users. To clarify the security- and
privacy-related questions posted by non-experts, we gener-
ally adopted the same analysis approaches and findings as
previous Q&A site studies (see Sections 2.2 and 2.3), which
we explain in detail in Section 3.3.

3 Methodology

We collected and analyzed security- and privacy-related
questions posted on Yahoo! Chiebukuro (Yahoo! 知恵
袋) [36], a site that was chosen because of its popularity
and the wealth of features available to users (e.g., rewards
for best answers, anonymous posts). In this section, we first
present the mechanism of posting questions and receiving
answers on Yahoo! Chiebukuro and then explain our data
collection and analysis method.

3.1 Descriptions of the Target Q&A Site

Yahoo! Chiebukuro (Yahoo!知恵袋) [36], where users share
their knowledge and wisdom by answering questions, is the
most popular Q&A site in Japan2. The meaning of the
Japanese word “Chiebukuro” is “bag of knowledge.” It is
provided only in Japanese and is available on the web and as
an app (iOS and Android). Yahoo! Chiebukuro is generic,
which means the site is not dedicated to a specific demo-
graphic of people (e.g., people with specific professions),
and open, which means it is not invitation-only but is avail-
able to everyone. Anyone with a Yahoo! ID can post a
question and answer for free. Yahoo! does not recommend
that users include their real names in their Yahoo! IDs, and
users can set random or favorite strings. Thus, we consider
Yahoo IDs to be pseudonyms. Yahoo! Chiebukuro has var-
ious question categories spanning entertainment, romance,
health, politics, technology, and more. It received approxi-
mately 4.5 million posts per month as of March 2021 [38].

Figure 1 shows a screenshot of the interface of a ques-
tion on the Yahoo! Chiebukuro website. Herein, we present
the mechanism of Yahoo! Chiebukuro in accordance with the
four steps of a Q&A lifecycle: 1) an asker posts a question,
2) potential responders view the question, 3) responders post

2Yahoo! Answers, which is the global version of Yahoo! Chiebukuro,
was closed in May 2021. The closure did not affect Yahoo! Chiebukuro
because it is run by a different operating company.
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Q

A

Asker’s ID (can be anonymized)
No. of answers

Question
text

Attached
image (optional)

Question categories (one or two)

Reward in ChieCoins
(if the askers set a reward)

Answer text

Responder’s ID (can be anonymized)

Selected as the best answer

Figure 1: Interface of a question in Yahoo! Chiebukuro.

answers, and 4) the question is closed either manually by the
asker or automatically by the system.

1) Posting a question. An asker inputs the question text
and, if necessary, attaches an image file (e.g., screenshot).
The asker then selects one or two categories either manu-
ally or from a list of automatically recommended categories
based on the question text. The categories are structured
in a three-tier hierarchy (e.g., Computer technology > Se-
curity > Network security), and the Yahoo! ID of the asker
is not anonymous by default. When posting a question us-
ing the Yahoo! Chiebukuro app, askers can opt to make
their Yahoo! ID anonymous for free. When posting a ques-
tion via the website, they can make their Yahoo! ID anony-
mous by paying with ChieCoins, which are used only on Ya-
hoo! Chiebukuro and have no real-world value. Users can
receive ChieCoins from the service by performing various
actions such as registering, logging in, posting a question,
posting an answer, and selecting the best answer; in addition,
they receive ChieCoins if their answer is selected as the best
answer. An asker can offer rewards for the best answer (25,
50, 100, 250, or 500 ChieCoins) to increase the probability
of receiving answers. Each question has only the question
text without any title or tag.

2) Viewing a question. A potential responder finds ques-
tions by selecting a category of interest or searching for a
specific word. On an index page of each category/word, a
potential responder can explore the questions by status (i.e.,
open or resolved) and sort them by newness, number of an-
swers received at that time, or reward amount. On the in-

Subset−2
Questions contain

“security” and/or “privacy”

N = 300 → 151 (denoised)

Subset−3
Questions contain the frequent words

N = 750 → 102 (denoised)

N = 343 (merged) Final 
dataset
N = 445Frequent words (25 words)

Subset−1
Questions posted in
security categories 

N = 300 → 235 (denoised)

Figure 2: Data collection flow in this study.

dex page, a potential responder can see the beginning of the
question text (about 40 Japanese characters), the main ques-
tion category, the number of answers received at that time, an
attached image (optional), any additional rewards (optional),
and an anonymous-posts flag (optional) for each question.

3) Posting an answer. A responder inputs the answer text
and if necessary, attaches an image file.

4) Closing a question. Each question is open for respon-
ders to answer for seven days by default. If a question does
not receive any answers within this period, it is automatically
deleted. If a question receives one or more answers, the asker
can select the “best answer” from among them. When the
asker selects the best answer, the question is marked as “re-
solved”, and no further answers will be accepted. A question
that has received one or more answers and has been live for
more than seven days is marked as “closed and waiting for
the asker’s vote” until the asker selects the best answer.

3.2 Data Collection
As shown in Fig. 2, we created a dataset consisting of three
subsets of questions collected in different ways: questions
from security-related categories (Subset–1), questions con-
taining the words “security” and/or “privacy” (Subset–2),
and questions containing some words related to security and
privacy (Subset–3). This merged dataset was created to cover
a wide variety of security- and privacy-related questions.

Subset–1: Collected in security-related categories. Ya-
hoo! Chiebukuro has three categories that are directly re-
lated to security: Computer technology > Security > Net-
work security, “Computer technology > Security > Cryptog-
raphy and authentication, and “Internet > Internet services
> Computer virus measures and security practices.” There
are no categories that are directly related to privacy. We
collected all question posts (comprising the question text,
attached image, and some metadata) from these three cate-
gories. Note that we collected all posted questions regard-
less of whether they had received answers, even though a
question with no answers is removed from the service later.
We started collecting question posts in December 2021 and
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continued for seven days until we had obtained 300 without
random sampling. Then, two authors (security and privacy
researchers) independently reviewed all the question posts to
exclude any that satisfied any of the following conditions:
(1) questions that were not related to computer security or
privacy, (2) questions that were too vague, and (3) questions
that the askers seemed to be using for an exam or homework.
The discrepancies between the two coders were resolved by
discussion and we finally obtained 235 question posts.

Subset–2: Collected with “security” and/or “privacy”.
Although Yahoo! Chiebukuro has three categories directly
related to security, askers may post security-related ques-
tions in categories besides these. For example, when an
asker who wants to know about the security and privacy of
smartphones posts a question, the automatic category rec-
ommendation system might recommend a category related
to smartphones. Therefore, we collected question posts that
contained the word “security” and/or “privacy” in the ques-
tion text from all categories. We collected 300 question posts
in the same way and period as Subset–1, and after perform-
ing the same exclusion, we obtained 151 question posts.

Subset–3: Collected with related words. Users might post
security- and privacy-related questions that do not actually
include the words “security” or “privacy,” e.g., “What does
this warning mean?” with an attached image file. Therefore,
we collected questions that contain specific words that ap-
pear frequently in security- and privacy-related topics in the
question text from all categories. After merging Subsets–1
and –2 without overlapping (N = 343), we extracted frequent
nouns in the question texts using MeCab [43] and mecab-
ipadic-NEologd [79], which are Japanese morphological an-
alyzers. The top 25 most frequent nouns were as follows:
site, account, virus, setting, information, password, app, lo-
gin, PC, software, screen, email, code, smartphone, authen-
tication, (tele)phone, fraud, iPhone, Google, infection, con-
nection, file, Internet, registration, and deletion. We believe
these nouns are a representative, though not comprehensive,
set of frequently used keywords related to the research theme
of usable security and privacy [20]. We started collecting
posts in all categories that included the above 25 nouns in
the question text in January 2022. It took only one day to
collect 30 question posts for each word (a total of 750 posts)
without random sampling. After performing the same exclu-
sion as Subsets–1 and –2, we obtained 102 question posts.

Final dataset. After merging Subsets–1, –2, and –3 with-
out overlapping, we obtained a final dataset consisting of
445 question posts. Our sample size (N = 445) was suffi-
ciently larger than that of a recent representative study (N =
315) in which privacy-related posts on a developer Q&A site
were qualitatively reviewed [88]. In our dataset, the aver-
age text length was 168.6 Japanese characters (Med. 132),
which is regarded as equivalent to 86.5 English words
(Med. 67.7) [95]. Of the 445 question posts, 73 (16.4%)

had an attached image. After the period for receiving an-
swers, 353 (79.3%) posts had received one or more answers
(“resolved”: 43.1% and “closed and waiting for the asker’s
vote”: 36.2%), and the remaining 92 (20.6%) posts received
no answers (“deleted”).

3.3 Data Analysis

Analysis approach. To determine the question topics of
non-expert users, we adopted a qualitative analysis approach
(i.e., manual coding) rather than quantitative. A previ-
ous study that analyzed question posts on a Q&A site [88]
demonstrated that the topic modeling yielded high-level re-
sults similar to the results of manual coding. We did not uti-
lize topic modeling in this study because our preliminary in-
vestigation revealed that Yahoo! Chiebukuro users often post
questions by attaching images instead of explaining their sit-
uation in detail using only words. In contrast to topic model-
ing, which lacks syntax and semantics, manual qualitative
coding can provide deeper insights: for example, we can
identify whether an asker was trying to preserve their privacy
or abuse someone else’s privacy.

Coding procedure. Two authors (security and privacy re-
searchers) reviewed the question texts and attached images
using inductive thematic analysis [9]. For each question
post, we coded the question topics (RQ1) and the askers’
perceived seriousness (RQ2). The two coders independently
coded 100 randomly selected question posts and developed
a codebook over the course of many discussions, which was
then used to independently code all the collected question
posts.

Question topics (RQ1). We represented question topics
using themes and sub-themes. Following a previous study
that analyzed question topics posted by developers on Stack
Overflow [97], we categorized the themes in our study on the
basis of security and privacy technologies and threats (e.g.,
theme: “authentication”). Sub-themes were categorized to
describe the question topics in more detail and to cover the
concepts of question types (i.e., whether the askers sought
information or advice), question drivers (what prompted the
askers to post questions), and phase of security and privacy
practice (e.g., prevention or response). For each question
post, we assigned one theme and one or two sub-themes, as
askers sometimes asked two questions within the same post.
For example, they might ask whether their devices have been
infected, and if so, what they should do (e.g., theme: “cyber-
attack,” and sub-themes: “have I been hacked?” and “how to
handle this?”). Our final codebook consisted of seven themes
and 19 sub-themes (excluding “other”). Of the 445 question
posts, 416 were assigned one sub-theme, and the remaining
29 were assigned two sub-themes. We calculated the inter-
rater reliability of the two coders’ theme assignment for all
question posts and found that the Cohen’s Kappa coefficient
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was 0.87, indicating high agreement.
Question seriousness (RQ2). According to Hsieh and
Counts, a serious question can be defined as a one that you
believe the question asker really wanted an answer for [32].
We adopt their definition in this study and utilize two evalu-
ation measurements that may act complementarily.

The first measurement is the coder-rated seriousness of the
question text. The coders manually reviewed the seriousness
of each question text based on the above definition using a
5-point Likert scale, where 1 is not serious, 3 is moderately
serious, and 5 is very serious [32]. The coders considered
posts to have higher seriousness when the askers expressed
certain signals such as expressions of urgency, anxiety, or a
call for help. They judged based only on the question text,
i.e., without looking at the metadata such as reward amount
or anonymity. We provide some examples of question posts
and the value of coder-rated seriousness in Table 2 of Ap-
pendix A. The correlation coefficient between the ratings of
the two coders was r = .773, indicating adequate reliability.
We calculated the average ratings of the two coders for each
question topic.

The second measurement was the rewards (ChieCoins) for
the best answer. Yahoo! Chiebukuro recommends that users
who want to increase the probability of receiving answers
should offer rewards for the best answer [37]. For each ques-
tion topic, we calculated the percentage of question posts for
which the askers offered rewards. Note that we did not report
the average number of ChieCoins that askers offered. On Ya-
hoo! Chiebukuro, askers must set rewards from either 25, 50,
100, 250, or 500 ChieCoins, so we cannot be certain that the
level of seriousness perceived by askers exactly matches the
reward amount.

The coder-rated seriousness is intended to capture the lin-
guistic expressions of the askers, and the percentage of re-
ward is indicative of the askers’ behaviors when requesting
answers. In this study, we judged a question as serious when
either or both of these measurements were high.
Question sensitivity (RQ2). For measuring question sensi-
tivity, we calculated the frequency of anonymous posts for
each question topic. It is well known that anonymity can
be used as a metric that captures the sensitivity of ques-
tions [64], i.e., askers tend to post sensitive questions anony-
mously [23].

3.4 Ethical Consideration
We followed the ethical principles laid out in the Menlo Re-
port [5] and the ethical methods of studying online commu-
nities [77, 87, 91]. We also abided by Yahoo! Chiebukuro’s
Terms of Service. Our crawler sent requests with intervals
of more than 15 seconds. We did not collect any personally
identifiable information or the Yahoo! IDs of the askers. To
investigate whether the posts were anonymous, we collected
only the flag metadata that indicated whether the posts were

anonymous or non-anonymous. In this paper, we present
only the aggregated data or the translated and abstracted
contents of the original question posts (i.e., we avoid direct
quotes) so that readers will not be able to identify the original
question posts or askers. For the example shown in Fig. 1,
we selected a post in which both the asker and responder
were anonymous. Our study design was approved by our
Institutional Review Board (IRB).

4 Results

4.1 RQ1: Question Topics
The final codebook for question topics consisted of seven
themes and 19 sub-themes, excluding “Other.” Table 1
presents an overview of the themes and their frequencies.

4.1.1 Cyberattack (40.7%)

The most frequent question theme was cyberattacks, which
includes activities such as online fraud, phishing, malware,
and account hijacking. Askers posted questions regarding
the prevention of such cyberattacks, incident identification,
and responses to these incidents. Note that we did not split
the theme code into different attack types because in some
cases, the description of the question was not clear, making
it difficult to perform such classification.

Is this malicious? / Have I been hacked? (24.0%) Vari-
ous triggers can make users anxious that they are facing a
cyberattack. Examples of such triggers include suspicious
messages (email, SMS, or popup), mistakenly accessing an
unintended webpage, notifications from security software,
suspicious activity logs that the user does not recognize, re-
duced operation speed of the device, and rapid draining of
the device battery. Among cyberattacks, a frequently en-
countered event was one that we suspect to be a technical-
support fraud: “I received a warning that my computer has
been infected with Trojan Horse and I need to call Microsoft
Support Center. Is this a fraud or has my computer actu-
ally been infected?” In some questions, the users copied and
pasted the received messages into the questions and asked
if these messages were fraudulent. Most of the messages
received by the users were spoofed with URLs or sender
email addresses using typical techniques such as typosquat-
ting (e.g., AppleSupp0rt) or using an email address of a
well-known free mail service (e.g., a message disguised as
Google by using a Gmail address). As Reynolds et al. re-
vealed, non-expert users are not even aware of the typical
fraud techniques [75], so it is difficult for them to detect
fraud on their own. We found that users who noticed that
a site was a scam before they completely entered their per-
sonal information were worried about being victimized by
attacks: “[...] After entering my real name, I finally calmed
down and closed the browser without entering my credit card
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Table 1: Results of question topics and the askers’ perceived seriousness and sensitivity.
Theme Sub-theme Frequency* Seriousness (RQ2) Sensitivity (RQ2)

Ave. rating** % Reward ** % Anonymous**

Cyberattack (e.g., online
fraud, phishing, malware,
and account hijacking)

Is this malicious? / Have I been hacked?

40.7%

24.0%

3.6

3.8

29.3

29.9

48.1

50.5
How to handle this? 11.9% 4.1 41.5 50.9
Is there any possibility of being hacked? 4.7% 3.0 23.8 52.4
How to prevent it? 3.4% 3.1 26.7 46.7
Other 2.5% 2.5 9.1 36.4

Authentication
How to handle this?

16.2%
14.6%

3.6
3.7

29.2
26.2

36.1
36.9

Is it necessary/effective/trustworthy? 1.1% – – –
Other 0.4% – – –

Security software

How to use it?

13.0%

6.7%

3.1

3.3

41.4

40.0

31.0

26.7
Which product do you recommend? 3.1% 2.9 35.7 28.6
Is it necessary/effective/trustworthy? 2.2% 3.1 40.0 40.0
Other 0.9% – – –

Privacy abuse (e.g., IPA,
cyberstalking, parental
control, and voyeurism)

How to escape from surveillance?

7.9%

2.9%

4.0

4.3

25.7

23.1

42.9

38.5
Am I under surveillance? 2.2% 4.0 30.0 50.0
Is this privacy abuse? 1.8% – – –
How to surveil a target? 0.7% – – –
Other 0.7% – – –

Account and device
management

How to handle this?
7.0%

5.6%
3.9

4.0
45.2

44.0
48.4

48.0
What should I (not) do? 1.1% – – –
Other 0.2% – – –

Secure connection (e.g.,
Wi-Fi and VPN)

How to use it?
6.5%

4.9%
3.2

3.4
27.6

31.8
48.3

36.4
Is it necessary/effective/trustworthy? 1.1% – – –
Other 0.4% – – –

Privacy setting
How to set it?

5.6%
3.1%

3.7
3.8

36.0
35.7

44.0
42.9

Are my data disclosed? 2.2% 3.9 50.0 40.0
Other 0.4% – – –

Other 3.1% 2.9 14.3 35.7
* For each question post, we assigned one theme and one or two sub-themes, as askers sometimes ask two questions within the same post.
** ‘–’ indicates that the sub-theme accounts for less than 2.0% of all question posts. These sub-themes are potentially influenced by an outlier.

information. Was my device already infected with a virus at
the moment I accessed the URL?”

How to handle this? (11.9%) Many users seemed to have
no idea what to do when they perceived that they had been
subjected to a cyberattack: “When I was browsing web sites,
a message saying ‘Your device is infected with 39 computer
viruses’ was suddenly displayed. What should I do? I’ve
never seen this message before, and I’m very worried. Please
help me deal with this!” In cases where users have already
undertaken the basic security measures, they may be looking
for additional actions: “I accessed a phishing URL posing
as Amazon and input my personal information, prepaid card
number, and Amazon login information. Now I have changed
my Amazon and prepaid card service passwords. Is there
any other action I should take?” According to prior studies
that analyzed the advice on anti-phishing and anti-account-
compromise on the web, a minority of the websites provided
complete advice for remediation [58, 60]. Hence, users may
be unable to complete the necessary measures against online
fraud.

Is there any possibility of being hacked? (4.7%) Users
were worried about the types of situation in which they could
be at risk of cyberattacks, as indicated by questions such as
“Are smartwatches also at risk of being infected by viruses?"
and “If a smartphone belonging to a member of my family

gets infected by a virus, is it possible that devices of other
family members will get infected by the virus via Wi-Fi or
other means?” A few users believed in unscientific conspir-
acy theories (e.g., the coronavirus containing malware code
inside it) and were concerned about unrealistic cyberattacks
(e.g., eavesdropping on thoughts).

How to prevent it? (3.4%) Some users were proactively
contemplating prevention methods against cyberattacks, as
indicated by the following questions: “How can I keep my
computer and smartphone secure?” and “Is it better to log
out every time after I use a Google account?” The preven-
tion methods mentioned by users were not always effective
or feasible: “I heard someone’s <service name> account had
been hijacked on the news. To prevent account hijacking,
what should I do? I have installed shopping apps on my
smartphone. Is it effective to uninstall them after every time
I use them?”

4.1.2 Authentication (16.2%)

Authentication is a security technique that most users en-
counter whenever they access services. Most of the questions
in this question theme were posted when the users’ authenti-
cation had failed.

How to handle this? (14.6%) We found that many users
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failed to receive security codes for multi-factor authentica-
tion because of discarded authenticator devices or fake email
addresses registered for email verification: “I can’t log in
to my <service’s name>’s account, where I set up a two-
factor authentication with my phone number. Some days ago,
I changed my phone number. How do I log in to the account
again?” Some users had trouble using multi-factor authen-
tication because of an implementation issue with the service
or its app: “I confirmed the security code in the SMS app.
However, when I go back to the original app, the screen for
sending the security code is displayed, instead of the screen
for inputting the security code. I’m stuck in this loop.” When
authentication failed, some users tried to contact the service
operator. However, they sometimes could not find the con-
tact point: “I can’t log in to <service’s name>. I can’t find
the contact form on the website, and the service doesn’t have
a Twitter account, so I can’t contact them. [...] How do I get
my account back?” Another user was irritated with a smart-
phone unlock issue that arose because of measures put in
place during the COVID-19 pandemic: “I’ve been wearing a
mask all the time due to COVID-19, and because of that, the
Face ID doesn’t work. I end up having to input the passcode
every time. That is inconvenient. [...] Is there any good way
around that?”

Is it necessary/effective/trustworthy? (1.1%) Service
providers and security researchers have stressed to users
that two-factor authentication and two-step authentication
are important technologies to improve the security of user
accounts while maintaining their usability [15, 22, 74, 76].
Unfortunately, some users are skeptical about the necessity
of these technologies: “I read reviews of a two-step authen-
tication app and found many critical reviews. Do we really
need two-step authentication?”

4.1.3 Security Software (13.0%)

Security software is often bundled with the OS or pre-
installed in products, making it the most familiar security
tool for most users. However, users often do not fully under-
stand how to use it and how useful it is.

How to use it? (6.7%) Users struggle to set up security soft-
ware and understand its features: “<Anti-virus software’s
name>’s offline scan did not run. [...] What should I do?”
and “The message says that silent mode is disabled, and
the scheduled scan and detection notification are enabled.
What does this mean?” We observed an unfortunate case in
which the message displayed by the security software misled
a user, though this issue may be peculiar to Japanese gram-
mar. When the user saw the screen message saying that it
was scanning for a Trojan Horse, they misunderstood that it
had been detected on their device. Users also struggled to
set up exception cases, i.e., legitimate access: “<Anti-virus
software’s name> recently blocked my access to <service

name>, deeming it a suspicious site. How can I stop the
blocking?”

Which product do you recommend? (3.1%) It was diffi-
cult for users to compare and choose between the technical
advantages of various security products, so they sought opin-
ions and recommendations from others: “What is the best
anti-virus software? I currently use <software name>, but
I frequently receive fraud emails. I plan to change to an-
other software.” Users requested recommendations for soft-
ware that has specific features and a good cost performance.
Some users wondered which was better, using OS-bundled
anti-virus software or purchasing their own anti-virus soft-
ware.

Is it necessary/effective/trustworthy? (2.2%) Users, espe-
cially those who used their devices only for limited purposes,
tended to be skeptical about the effectiveness and necessity
of security software: “I use <anti-virus software’s name>,
but I don’t see the benefits. When it runs in the background,
my computer gets hot and the fan gets noisy. I want to unin-
stall it. I use this computer only for creating documents and
surfing popular websites. Please tell me why I should use
anti-virus software on my computer.”

4.1.4 Privacy Abuse (7.9%)

Privacy researchers have been worried about the preva-
lence of privacy abuse issues such as intimate partner abuse
(IPA) [12, 17, 53, 92, 100], cyberstalking [41, 90], excessive
parental control [21, 83, 96], voyeurism [51, 84], and bug-
ging [51,84]. In previous studies, privacy abuse has been re-
searched in cooperation with professional organizations by
means of closed questionnaires and interviews [17, 92, 100].
Surprisingly, we found a non-negligible number of questions
on privacy abuse posted on the open Q&A site. We found
questions from both the attackers’ and the victims’ points of
view.

How to escape from surveillance? (2.9%) Users sought
ways to escape surveillance by their partners (or ex-
partners), friends, parents, acquaintances, schools, and com-
panies. Users asked about various kinds of surveillance:

“When I was married to my ex-husband, I logged into my
Instagram account from his Facebook account once. Since
then, he seems to be logging into my Instagram account
using his Facebook account. I find this very unpleasant,
but I don’t know his Facebook password. Please tell me
how to remove his surveillance.”

“My friend snooped on my smartphone and tried to use it.
It has private chat logs and apps containing info on my
sexual habits, so I don’t want it to be peeked at. [...]”

“I’m a student. My device is restricted by <security soft-
ware’s name> that my parents set. Is there any way I can
unlock it without using my parents’ devices? [...]”
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Am I under surveillance? (2.2%) We found that some
users, presumably children, wanted to know if they were
being monitored by parental control features: “I heard that
parents can see children’s (browsing) histories with <secu-
rity software’s name>. I remembered that the app had been
pre-installed on my smartphone and I checked it. Then it
asked me to agree to the privacy policy. It isn’t working, is
it? My parents haven’t seen my history, have they?” Another
user was worried about voyeurism and bugging at the place
they were staying: “I hear something strange from the dig-
ital speakers on the ceiling of my hotel room. Is it possible
that I’m being a target of voyeurism or being bugged?”

Is this privacy abuse? (1.8%) Uses asked for objective
opinions on whether a certain action by themselves or an-
other person constituted a privacy violation. “My company
asks me to submit a QR code for my private ID of <mes-
saging service’s name>. This is a privacy violating action,
isn’t it?” and “Please give me your opinion on children’s
privacy and rights with conducting parental control. In the
case of teenage children, to what extent do you think parents
should intervene in their children’s smartphones? Specifi-
cally, please tell me about each of the following behaviors:
keeping an eye on their location with a GPS, limiting the web
sites they can visit, viewing their contact information, view-
ing their browsing histories, viewing incoming and outgoing
call histories, and viewing their emails and chats.”

How to surveil a target? (0.7%) Users were curious about
the extent to which they could monitor a target using spy-
ware apps: “I want to know about the features of spyware
apps, especially <spyware app’s name>. Is it possible to
track targets even when they have turned off the GPS on
their smartphone? How about when they have switched their
smartphone to airplane mode?” However, not all question
posts were necessarily asked by malicious users. One user
needed advice on monitoring their children to prevent them
from being involved in a crime: “[...] I found that my daugh-
ter created <SNS names> accounts. On her Twitter profile,
she wrote messages asking to go on dates with adult males. I
explained the various risks to her, and she agreed and deleted
her accounts. However, today, I found that she received an
email saying that her <SNS name> account had been re-
stored. As a countermeasure, I set up her Gmail account so
that I can view her emails. Should I take further counter-
measures?”

4.1.5 Account and Device Management (7.0%)

Questions in this theme deal with security- and privacy-
related issues of account and device management, especially
those related to setting up new accounts/devices and dispos-
ing of old ones.

How to handle this? (5.6%) Users asked for the appropriate
account deletion procedure to protect their privacy: “I want

to delete my <service’s name> account. But I couldn’t find
the delete option on my profile page. Can someone please
tell me how to delete my account?” Previous studies on the
presence of account deletion options on websites reported
that not all websites provided such options [25, 31], which
can cause confusion to the users.

What should I (not) do? (1.1%) A small number of users
sought general advice on what to do with the apps and local
data on their old devices when buying new ones. They also
asked about the potential risks of simply discarding their old
devices. As Ceci et al. reported, non-expert users are con-
cerned about safe ways to dispose of their devices but seem
to lack sufficient knowledge about how to do so [11].

4.1.6 Secure Connection (6.5%)

We found that a certain number of users tried to establish a
secure connection encrypted by one or more security proto-
cols. Most of the questions in this theme were about Wi-Fi
and virtual private networks (VPNs).

How to use it? (4.9%) Users were confused by the many
technical terms and names of security standards and en-
cryption methods that appear on Wi-Fi connection setting
screens. “Which Wi-Fi security mode should I choose among
WEP, WPA, WPA2, PSK, and 802.1X/EAP?” Users also ex-
pressed confusion about frequently getting warning mes-
sages when they tried to connect to Wi-Fi networks: “When
I tried to connect to Wi-Fi using the IEEE802.11b standard,
my iPhone screen showed that it was a legacy access point.
Does this mean that there is a security problem?” and “When
I use Wi-Fi on my iPhone, I get a ‘Privacy Warning’ message.
Does this happen often? How do you deal with it?”

Is it necessary/effective/trustworthy? (1.1%) Users
seemed interested in the necessity, effectiveness, and trust-
worthiness of VPNs: “I was recommended to use a VPN app
as a trick to access a web site that my device can’t access.
Are VPN apps secure?” and “Is VPN effective in making
public Wi-Fi secure?”

4.1.7 Privacy Setting (5.6%)

Application or website privacy settings can allow users to
control their privacy. However, it is sometimes difficult for
users to understand these settings and configure them appro-
priately.

How to set it? (3.1%) With regard to cookies, there have
been numerous discussions about how service providers
present users with cookie notifications (e.g., option, framing,
and display position designs, as well as default) [50, 61, 93].
We observed that users suffered from different usability
issues regarding cookies: “When I visited the <service
name>’s website, it asked me whether I would allow cook-
ies. I mistakenly hit the allow button. Is it possible to change
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it to deny permission?” Another user had difficulty under-
standing the meaning and mechanism of personalization on
the privacy setting page: “What does ‘Personalization based
on your inferred identity’ on Twitter’s privacy setting page
mean?”

Are my data disclosed? (2.2%) Users expressed concern
about whether their data were disclosed or shared, especially
because of unintended privacy settings: “I browsed a certain
company’s websites via Safari with my iPhone’s location in-
formation turned on. In this case, is my location information
disclosed to the company? Is there a difference between us-
ing Wi-Fi at home and on a mobile line?”

4.2 RQ2: Seriousness and Sensitivity
We examined relatively serious and sensitive question
themes to better understand non-experts’ expectations and
prioritize the themes accordingly. Note that every question
theme is already regarded as at least some level of serious-
ness at the point of posting a question on a Q&A site.

4.2.1 Question Seriousness

For all the collected question posts, the average coder-rated
seriousness was 3.5, and 31.5% (140/445) of the questions
were posted with rewards for the best answer. The averages
of the coder-rated seriousness and the percentage of ques-
tion posts for which the askers offered rewards are listed in
Table 1. We performed an unpaired t-test to compare the
coder-rated seriousness score between the question posts of
askers who offered rewards and those who did not. Although
we found no significant difference (p = .054), those who of-
fered rewards seem to express slightly more serious signals
in their questions (avg. seriousness = 3.7) than those who did
not offer rewards (avg. seriousness = 3.5). This indicates that
askers who seek answers are likely to use a strategy of either
appealing linguistically or offering rewards.

The average coder-rated seriousness was higher for
questions under the themes of “privacy abuse” and “ac-
count/device management.” We observed that askers fre-
quently expressed their anxiety in question posts under these
themes. We performed a Kruskal-Wallis test to compare
the coder-rated seriousness across the question themes and
found that there was a statistically significant difference
(p<.001). We then performed post hoc Wilcoxon rank-sum
tests in which the p-values were adjusted using the Bonfer-
roni method. We found that the average of coder-rated se-
riousness in “privacy abuse” and “account/device manage-
ment” was significantly higher than in “security software”
and “secure connection” at the 5% level. At the sub-theme
level, the coder-rated seriousness of “how to”-type questions
was higher than that of other types.

The percentage of question posts in which askers of-
fered rewards was relatively higher under the themes of “ac-

count/device management” and “security software.” We per-
formed a Fisher’s exact test to compare the percentage of
question posts with rewards across the question themes and
found that while the percentage varied moderately across
themes, there was no significant difference (p = .286). The
lower number of question posts in some question themes
may have resulted in a lack of statistical power.

4.2.2 Question Sensitivity

The percentage of anonymous posts among all questions
was 42.9% (191/445). While this percentage was relatively
higher in “account and device management,” “secure con-
nection,” and “cyberattack,” the Fisher’s exact test revealed
no significant differences in themes (p = .361). As with the
test for rewards, the lower number of question posts in some
question themes may have resulted in a lack of statistical
power. Researchers have treated “privacy abuse” as a highly
sensitive topic, but we found that the percentage of anony-
mous posts in “privacy abuse” was not much higher than that
in other themes. Users perceive the incident identification
and responses to “cyberattack” as equally or more sensitive
than “privacy abuse” because the incidents may expose their
personal and sensitive information more broadly. It is also
possible that Yahoo! Chiebukuro’s pseudonym-registration
policy has an effect here, as users can keep their user IDs
pseudonymized even if they do not use the anonymous post
feature.

5 Discussion

In this section, we discuss the design implications for Q&A
sites for non-expert users, how to leverage the Q&A-site
analysis to facilitate usable security research, and the limi-
tations.

5.1 Design Implications
We demonstrated that non-expert users post a vari-
ety of security- and privacy-related questions on Ya-
hoo! Chiebukuro, which is a general purpose Q&A site. We
believe that general Q&A sites should help non-expert users
find a solution to their security- and privacy-related concerns
by adopting an approach that both “pulls in” professionals
and “hands off” to professionals. However, general Q&A
sites may have little business motivation to provide such a
support mechanism only for a specific category (including
security and privacy) of questions. Having subsidies for such
services provided by public agencies could be an effective
solution. The call for such subsidies would not be limited to
security- and privacy-related questions but would extend to
various categories of serious questions that require immedi-
ate attention, such as urgent medical conditions, severe vi-
olence, and life-threatening disasters. Our specific sugges-
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tions regarding cyberattacks and user privacy problems are
detailed below.

Supporting users coping with cyberattacks. The most fre-
quent theme of questions was “cyberattack.” Many non-
expert users experienced issues related to incident identifica-
tion and response. Non-expert users are vulnerable to attack
techniques [3,75]. Web-based knowledge related to basic at-
tack tactics, symptoms, and advice can be utilized to create
quick answers. Because of the low quality of anti-phishing
advice on most websites (e.g., contradictory or abstract ad-
vice, and lack of suitable guidance) [58], the challenge is to
create a usable knowledge base made up of consistent, spe-
cific, and actionable advice. We also need to understand that
it is not always easy for users to find accurate information
because many of the threats target users who are anxious
and vulnerable. For example, technical-support scams use
false alerts [55], and fake-removal-advertisement sites ex-
ploit malware-infected users’ solution search behavior [42].
Therefore, Q&A sites should collaborate with a knowledge
base operated by a trusted organization to present users with
appropriate information. Further, non-expert users often
have difficulty explaining their issues. In our dataset, 16.4%
of the question posts had an image file attached, and among
them, screenshots were attached without detailed explana-
tion. For Q&A sites to obtain appropriate information from
the aforementioned type of knowledge base, first, it is nec-
essary to obtain accurate information about the users’ issues.
A possible application to support the use of information in
the knowledge base is a security version of an “expert sys-
tem,” which asks users for more information that is missing
from their question posts and then presents a relevant solu-
tion from the knowledge base.

Helping users facing sensitive privacy problems. Users
who asked questions as victims of privacy abuse require
careful social support because their own privacy has been or
could be severely compromised. Although anonymous on-
line spaces provide a supportive environment for discussing
potentially stigmatized sensitive topics [49], such spaces are
usually created for communities facing similar issues [4].
Users may hesitate to ask questions about their privacy is-
sues on an open and generic Q&A site, as they may become
targets of slander. More than half of the questions about pri-
vacy abuse stemmed from the need to properly understand
whether or not they were under surveillance or had been
abused. To get answers to such questions, users have to re-
veal a certain amount of private information. However, non-
expert users may find it difficult to judge what and how much
information they should reveal.

Chatbots could be a useful tool for addressing the users’
risks of revealing private information on a public platform, as
people tend to disclose their stigmatized experiences (e.g.,
experiences of failure or abuse, symptoms of depression)
more actively to virtual agents than to humans [45, 48]. As

with security- and privacy-related questions, users may dis-
close sensitive content (e.g., privacy abuse) to a chatbot be-
cause they do not have to worry about slander or their private
information spreading. Additionally, using chatbots allows
users to exchange messages interactively and incrementally,
which means users only need to disclose a sufficient and nec-
essary amount of information for receiving their answers.
In answering users’ questions, the chatbots themselves can
respond in accordance with the aforementioned knowledge
base. However, as pointed out by Zou et al. [100], security
issues surrounding sensitive topics are complex, and there
may be a variety of unsurfaced issues lurking. Therefore, it
is also important to provide users with a feature that refers
them to professionals for further advice [44, 100].

5.2 Exploring New Research Topics
As previously reported [47, 63, 88, 97], analyzing questions
on a Q&A site for expert users (e.g., Stack Overflow) has
helped researchers to better understand the security and pri-
vacy concerns of developers and programmers when devel-
oping systems. In this study, we confirmed that analyzing
questions on a Q&A site for non-expert users can also al-
low researchers to understand the security and privacy con-
cerns that such users are facing daily. Furthermore, our anal-
ysis of question seriousness suggests that askers who seek
answers are likely to use a strategy of either appealing lin-
guistically or offering rewards. This observation implies that
researchers who analyze Q&A sites should complementarily
incorporate multiple indicators to understand and prioritize
the concerns of non-expert users.

Security and privacy concerns change over time as tech-
nology and lifestyles change. For example, in our dataset,
the problems caused by lifestyle changes owing to COVID-
19 include the inability to use Face ID, fear created by con-
spiracy theories, and issues with VPN settings stemming
from the increase in remote work. As an efficient way to
explore the usable security and privacy topics for non-expert
users that have not yet been addressed, the research commu-
nity should cultivate a research ecosystem that regularly ex-
tracts and clarifies the current user concerns from Q&A sites
and works to resolve them. Among the questions obtained
from our dataset, we highlight some usable security topics
that need to be studied in more depth.

Support for authentication and account management.
The second most common theme was “authentication.” We
found that many users had difficulty receiving security codes
for multi-factor authentication because of discarded authen-
ticator devices or having registered with fake email ad-
dresses, not just users who failed to log in because of for-
getting their credentials. In addition to an in-depth analysis
of the reasons users forget to manage their credentials, re-
searchers should further look for secure and usable ways of
implementing account recovery. For example, researchers
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should investigate whether services (especially non-Western
services) have provided their contact points and appropriate
support for users who encounter authentication errors. Some
users were concerned about security and privacy in account
management because they did not know how to properly
create, delete, and/or link accounts. Future studies should
thus cover a greater number of specific situations and diverse
users.

Usability issues of security software. Usable security re-
searchers have worked diligently on the various usability is-
sues facing security technologies. However, we showed that
many users still do not have a sufficient understanding of in-
formation about security technologies, how they work, and
the merits of adopting them (see the “Security Software,”
“Secure Connection,” and “Privacy Setting” parts in Section
4.1). While some security technologies (e.g., private brows-
ing, Tor, ad-blockers, and firewalls) have been analyzed with
respect to user perceptions [18, 24, 52, 86, 94], we believe
that usability issues of security software such as anti-virus
software and security terminology need to be studied more.
In one unique approach, Zhang-Kennedy et al. succeeded
in persuading users to update antivirus software by utilizing
comic materials [98]. It will be necessary to investigate the
usability of the features implemented in actual security soft-
ware and that of the wording used in them. It will also be
important to more extensively explore the user mental mod-
els about the effectiveness of the features.

5.3 Limitations

Our study has several limitations, most of which are common
to similar types of research.

The first is the demographic bias among the users of Q&A
sites. In general, the demographics depend on the type of
service. One study that explored the demographics of ac-
tive askers on Yahoo! Answers indicated that the user group
was younger than the average population of web search
users [19]. According to another study that explored the ad-
vice sources of young adults for digital media use, males
with higher Internet skills were significantly more likely to
ask questions to strangers on online [54]. Unlike Stack Over-
flow, which targets expert users (developers and program-
mers), Yahoo! Chiebukuro targets a wide range of users and
is likely to attract many who are not familiar with informa-
tion technology. Although Yahoo! Chiebukuro has not offi-
cially released the statistics of its active users, such demo-
graphic biases may also exist in our dataset to some extent.

The second limitation is that we analyzed only a Q&A
site provided for a particular language. This means that the
only people who ask questions are those who can use the
language that the Q&A site supports. For example, we in-
vestigated Yahoo! Chiebukuro in this study, which only sup-
ports Japanese, and we acknowledge that non-expert users

from Japan may have different security and privacy atti-
tudes compared to those from other countries due to differ-
ences in cultural factors or security and privacy literacy lev-
els [26,30,56,57,80]. However, we believe that our findings
identify the potential issues that researchers from other coun-
tries also need to resolve because most of the security and
privacy technologies and concepts mentioned in our dataset
are common to users worldwide.

The third limitation is the lack of profile analysis of the
askers. We decided not to conduct such analysis (e.g., ex-
ploring the relationships between askers’ demographics and
question topics) because we found in our preliminary inves-
tigation that a non-negligible number of users posted ques-
tions anonymously and did not publish their age and gender
on their profile pages.

Fourth, our metric for question sensitivity (i.e., anony-
mous posts) may not exactly match askers’ perceived sen-
sitivity, although it is a commonly used metric in the litera-
ture [23, 64]. Askers tend to post sensitive questions anony-
mously [23], but not every anonymous post is sensitive; i.e.,
there may be other reasons askers choose to post anony-
mously.

Lastly, because of the short sampling period (seven days),
we do not claim the generalizability of our results. Instead,
as we mentioned in Section 5.2, we recommend that the re-
search community establish a research ecosystem that reg-
ularly extracts and clarifies the current user concerns from
Q&A sites. We have contributed to this endeavor by demon-
strating that analyzing Q&A sites for non-expert users can be
a useful method for identifying their concerns at any given
time.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

Research methodology to understand the concerns of non-
expert users related to security and privacy in daily life is
becoming increasingly important, as such concerns change
over time with the evolution of technology and changes in
lifestyles. We conducted an analysis of questions posts on
a Q&A site for non-expert users and successfully identified
their main concerns about security and privacy. Many users
experienced issues related to incident identification and re-
sponse, appropriate measures after being attacked, and us-
ability of security software. Our analysis of question serious-
ness suggests that there is a strong demand for answers, espe-
cially for questions about privacy abuse and account/device
management.

Future work should assess the answers given for the
security- and privacy-related questions. We are interested
in whether the askers received high-quality answers (i.e.,
comprehensive, actionable, and effective advice [71]) and
whether they were satisfied. In future work, we aim to ob-
tain a deeper understanding of askers and responders so as to
design better social support for security and privacy.
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Appendix

A Examples of Coder-Rated Seriousness

Table 2 shows some examples of question posts and the value
of coder-rated seriousness reviewed by two coders. These

coders manually reviewed the seriousness of each question
text using a 5-point Likert scale (1 is not serious; 3 is moder-
ately serious; 5 is very serious), where a serious question can
be defined as one that you believe the question asker really
wanted an answer for [32].

Table 2: Examples of question posts and the value of coder-
rated seriousness.

Question Texts Ave.
When I was looking at an adult site, I mistakenly called the
number. I can’t sleep because of anxiety. Will my personal
information be leaked due to my call? I am also worried that
my parents will know about it because I have registered their
credit card. Please help me.

5.0

URGENT! When I plugged the USB cable connected to my
smartphone into the computer that my company owns, the mes-
sage “Do you want to load images” was displayed. I immedi-
ately unplugged it. This doesn’t leave any images of my smart-
phone on the computer, does it? I don’t want my images to be
leaked. I’m very anxious.

5.0

I’m a student. My device is restricted by <security software’s
name> that my parents set. Is there any way I can unlock it
without using my parents’ devices? If anyone knows, please
answer.

4.0

I got this email. This is a scam email, right? 3.0
In general, are anti-virus apps needed for smartphones? 2.0
Who is making phishing emails that spoof credit card compa-
nies?

2.0

Words in italics indicate signals expressed by askers, such as expressions of
urgency, anxiety, or a call for help, that would affect the coders’ judgement.
Note that coders did not rate seriousness based solely on the number of
signals but rather did so comprehensively. Questions were originally posted
in Japanese.
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